
Jordan Bommelje
jordan.bommelje@me.com | 585-354-0368 | https://jordanbommelje.com

678 Monroe Ave, Rochester, NY, 14607, USA

Experience

Web Technologist 11/2017 – 12/2019
Partners + Napier, Rochester, NY

Primary resource for all web and emerging technology for Fortune 500 clients.
Often tasked with large projects that needed dedicated attention.
Represented the Experience Team in the concepting stage to assist in capabilities and realistic time requirements.
Could work directly with clients and/or other members of a client's development team.
Provided time estimates when needed for scoping projects.

Interactive Developer 01/2015 – 11/2017
Roberts Communications, Rochester, NY

Responsible for email/web development, animations, in-house photography, and on-site technical support.
Pushed a traditional team to be more efficient with newer technologies and methods.
Spearheaded the addition of an in-house photo/video studio.
Assisted with training both in-person and by phone for clients to manage their content.

Genius 04/2008 – Present
Apple, Victor, NY

Meet with numerous customers daily to provide support for each unique situation.
Mentor co-workers to share technical knowledge learned from years of experience.
Handle special situations that require advanced technical skills.

Technical Skills

Development Languages
JavaScript, HTML, SCSS/CSS, PHP

Technologies
JS Frameworks (React, Angular, jQuery), Web Servers (Apache,
Node.js, Nginx), Automation Tools (Gulp), Git (GitHub, GitLab,
BitBucket), CMS (Wordpress, ModX, Grav)

Projects

Conduent: Transportation
Single developer project which included inheriting an existing compiled theme and complex deployment workflow.

CMS: WordPress
Versioning: One repository for WordPress functionality and another for theme styling.
Plugins: Advanced Custom Fields

BMW: Access by BMW
Rebuild existing site with a new preferred CMS.

CMS: Landing Lion

Keurig: Keurig Away From Home
Build an all-in-one tool for commercial sales reps to generate recommended solutions.

Framework: Foundation
Library: jQuery
Note: Website currently has an expired SSL Certificate. The sales tool does not collect any data, so it's safe to
ignore the warning and proceed to the site. The only issue worth noting would be the missing fonts due to the expired
SSL.

Education

SUNY Fredonia 2004 - 2007
Computer Science: Software Engineering

Certifications

Apple: ACMT (Apple Certified Macintosh Technician) 11/2010

Apple: macOS Server 09/2013
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